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I'm poet janeshia filling in for Tracy k Smith. And this is the slow down

00:23
early one evening when I was a teenager, ever call taking in a particularly spectacular sunset as a
sky ripped into jacket streaks of color. A friend who is with me, pointed out that air pollutants are
what contributed to the vibrancy of the Hughes. Did you know she said, a human made aerosols
in the atmosphere enhance the reds. At the time, it felt like a killjoy thing to say. I've since read
that this correlation of environmental pollution and striking sunsets isn't entirely accurate, or only
true to a point. pollution can dampen colors and make sunsets difficult to view. But it's true that
certain particles from aerosols can also deepen reds in the sky. Still, when I find myself in the
presence of a sunset, slurred reds and oranges, I can still find my wonder sobered by guilt. Today's
poem by Jay s, Denis Lau Lopez, ruminates on the uses and demands of beauty and its
shortcomings. What is beauty for what is it signal of anything. The intensity of it draws out on an
admiration, beauty, arrest the viewer and absorbs them to yet and seizing us beauty can also
paralyze and delude. We can confuse beauty for a moral virtue, even when there's no correlation
to speak of. Think of all the times you've been misled or distracted by what has been pleasing to
the eye, and another human being or the natural world. Beauty can be immune to criticism, and
therefore be suspect. Taking in beauty is also painless, giving the illusion that we're safe and
protected somehow by the aura that it casts, but can also jeopardize our ability to think critically
of what it brings, or what context comes from. The Chase for beauty can wreak all kinds of
damage, chief among them the destruction of the very planet we live on. Today's poem doesn't
offer beauty as a form of redemption. Nor does it lead us to easy resolutions about how to
reconcile our climate crisis with human made beauty. Meditation on beauty by Jay Stannis Lau
Lopez there are days I think beauty has been exhausted. But then I read about the New York
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subway cars dumped into ocean have become synthetic reefs. Coral guilds the stanchions
feathered with dim Atlantic light, fish glisten darting from a window into the sea grass that bends
around them, like green flames. This is human enabled grace. So maybe there's room in the
margin of error for us to save ourselves from the trends of self destruction. Or maybe such beauty
is just another distraction. Stuffing our hearts with its currency paraded for applause. Here in the
south, you can hear applause coming from the ground. Even the buried are divided at the bottom
of the golf dark with Mississippi silt, recce a broken Derrick of an oil rig. And isn't oil also beautiful,
ancient and opaque, like an allegory that suggests we sacrifice our most beloved, likely ourselves.
In one photograph, a sea turtle skins its belly across a hole. unimpressed with what's restored,
barely aware of the ocean around it growing warm.
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The slowdown is a production of American public media in partnership with the Poetry
Foundation. To get a poem delivered to daily go to slow down show.org and sign up for a
newsletter.
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